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Strategies to Adapt
Instruction:
► Put

lots of organizational strategies in place:

Routine
List of daily procedures
Notebook or folder system with directions
Weekly homework sheet
Preview homework before leaving school
Study sheets/outlines to organize all components of
long-term assignments
 Checklists for routines (i.e., morning routine, dismissal
routine)







Dawson & Guare, 2011, p. 77-106

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Morning Routine: Word + Picture
Cues
► Get

your subject binder
out 2 sharp pencils
► Take out your homework
► Write down tonight’s homework
► Put away your trapper
► Do your warm up
► File homework and warm up
► Take

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _______________
T1 Study strategies for the _____________________________________
With whom did you study? (you may check more than one)
1. _____Studied with my parent or another adult
2. _____ Studied with a friend
3. _____ Studied by myself

How did you study? (you may check more than one)
1. _____Rehearsed information by saying it out loud.
2. _____ Organized and reread and notes

3. _____Highlighted key points on a study guide

4. _____Had someone quiz me
5. _____Created a cheat sheet or other aid like notes on index cards
6. _____Other,

Explain: __________________________________________________

7.
About how long did you study?
Circle the closest time: 15 mins,

30 mins,

45 mins,

60+ mins

Predict your performance if you took a test tomorrow: excellent good fair
Date

HELP!

Parent Signature
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Middle School Effort and Participation
Name:

Week of:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Participation
Tallies (5)
Focus on
Speaker
Self-Control
Appropriate
Words
Appropriate
Actions
Kind and
Respectful

TOTAL (10)
Materials
Homework
Working
Organization
Bathroom/
Water
TOTAL

Name:

Date: ___________

PERSONAL GRADE
Circle one:

pre-year

during the written assessment
mid-year

post-year

Score on a scale of 20 points
______ Materials ready and space tidy (2 points)
______ Follows directions and uses SLANT (2 points)
______ Uses time constructively and remains on task (2 points)
______ Maintains a positive attitude (2 points)
______ Demonstrates perseverance (2 points)
______ Works independently to the best of ability (2 points)
______ Uses resources, if any, independently (2 points)
______ Uses correct heading on paper with a model (1 point)
______ Follows a learned strategy* ( EmPOWER) (up to 4 points)
no steps (0 points);

some steps (1 point);

many steps (2 points);

all steps (3 points)

______ When finished, quietly transitions to next activity (1 point)

TOTAL POINTS = __ /20
*In the fall, students new to Summit may get full credit for this.
Adapted by EML from © 2006 Architects For Learning, LLC /All Rights Reserved / www.architectsforlearning.com

What’s a parent to do????
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Home-Based Strategies
►Organization
 Write down and post the steps of home routines
(pictures for young children)
 Actively teach child to prepare ahead
 Lay out clothing, pack book bag, etc.
 Teach child to make and use lists
 Teach child to make and use checklists for multi step
tasks
 As issues related to organization reoccur, parent and
child should develop an action plan; renew the plan at
regular intervals
(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Home-Based Strategies
► Time

Management:

 Develop a daily schedule, parent and child together
 When there are unexpected changes in schedules,
discuss with child
 Have child actively involved in calendar tracking:
birthdays, trips, etc.
 Practice estimating time needed for activities such as
chores, errands, etc., and discuss accuracy

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Home-Based Strategies
► Remember

homework assignments
and materials
 Develop a system to record and track homework with
child and school staff
 Utilize positive reinforcement to encourage consistent
use of the tracking system

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Home-Based Strategies
► Difficulty

initiating homework

 Set regular homework schedule and post
 Develop positive associations with homework by adding
positive incentives such as a healthy snack, fun school
supplies, etc.
 Develop a positive incentive plan for maintaining
homework routine
 Younger children may need help with transition to
homework time - give prompts 5 - 10 minutes before

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Children with executive function:
Integrating theory and therapies
►
►
►
►
►
►

This is not a problem you fix or cure
You address it in every area of programming
You adapt, modify, circumvent
Work as part of a team to build strengths and confidence
Utilize a case manager or faculty mentor to help student
“negotiate” his way through the school day
The overall educational program must be integrated and
cohesive, with consistent organizational strategies,
teaching strategies, and environmental design

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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Now What????
Evaluate
what you have learned:
(


What did I like learning about best? Why?



What content or idea aggravated me? Why?



Will this change my practice?
List three ways.





Can I have an effect on the practice of colleagues?
How many? Who? Why?



Are there any barriers to implementing an FLF environment in my workplace?
List barriers:



Brainstorm ways to overcome barriers.



What would you like to be your next steps professionally as a result of this in-service?
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Contact Information:
Joan A. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC-SLP
Head of School
The Summit School
664 Central Avenue East
Edgewater, MD 21037
410-798-0005
Joan.mele-mccarthy@thesummitschool.org
www.thesummitschool.org

(c) J. Mele-McCarthy, D.A., CCC
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